EVERYBODY LOVES THE BIG "H" COMICS

READ EVERY BIG "H" COMIC EVERY MONTH

TELL ALL YOUR FRIENDS ABOUT WONDERFUL BIG "H"

CMON, KIDS! THERE'S A WORLD OF FUN WITH THE BIG "H"

AND...

LOOK FOR FURTHER ADVENTURES OF THE SPOONMEN IN THE BIG "H" COMICS

I'M MUNCHY! I'M CRUNCHY! I'M SPOON-SIZE!

HARVEY FAMOUS NAME COMICS
NO. 23

PHEW! WHAT A HOT
NIGHT! I THINK I'LL
TAKE A WALK AND
KEEP COOL!

I'VE BEEN WALKING FOR HOURS
AND STILL I HAVEN'T COOLED
OFF A BIT!

THE MOON'S
GOING DOWN--SOON
IT'LL REALLY GET DARK!
I'D BETTER HEAD
BACK HOME!

IT'S PITCH BLACK! G-GOLLY!
I CAN'T SEE A FOOT IN FRONT
OF ME!

NEXT MORNING... FOEY! WHATTA NIGHT!
I NEVER SLEEP WELL
WHEN I'M FAR AWAY
FROM HOME!

I'LL HAFTA GO TO
SLEEP RIGHT HERE
OR I'LL REALLY
GET LOST!

I SURE WISH I
WAS HOME!

YAWN!
What do you like?

BASEBALL

PICNICS

CAMPING TRIPS

Get there by bike!

PAIR TO TAKE YOU ANYWHERE

The Double Eagle
Best on Smooth Highways

The Studded Tread
Best on Slick or Muddy Roads

IT'S THE HEALTHIEST WAY TO TRAVEL

No doubt about it. For outdoor exercise, to keep you in shape for more fun, you can't beat a bike.

To get the most fun and service out of any bike, you need good tires, of course. You're looking at two of the best.

The Double Eagle is built with super strength and toughness to give you many added miles of safer, trouble-free riding.

The Studded Tread is built with an exclusive heavy-duty tread design that gives you extra grip in mud, snow or rain.

Next time you need tires, ask your dealer to show you the DOUBLE EAGLE and the STUDDED TREAD. They're sure to make a good bike even better.

Always ask for GOODYEAR bike tires.

PUBLIC LIBRARY EH? I SHOULD GET A BANG OUT OF BOOING BOOK-VOOMS!

CAN'T YOU READ THAT SIGN? ... SHHH!

WHAT'S WITH THOSE CHARACTERS! OF COURSE I CAN READ! DO THEY THINK I'M A STUPID SPOOK OR SOMETHING?

SILENCE
I'll show those Bookworms they can't think that way of me and get away with it.

I'll Boo and Screech all I like 'cause I'm a ghost. That's what! So Boo!

A ghost?!

Yeah! A ghost! Boo!

Yeeee! He really is a ghost! Let's beat it!

Hold it gentlemen, there's no such thing as a ghost!

Who are you to say I ain't a ghost for real?

Tish Tosh! I've just completed this book to prove all phantoms are phoney!

Drat! Now I've got to prove to this bookish booby that I'm a real ghost. If I don't, my day will be demoralized!

Tish Tish! Tantrums will get you nowhere!

Hey, wise guy! Look, I'm flying!

So what! People have been flying for years!

But only ghosts can fly like this!

Nonsense! You probably have some kind of airplane motor under that hat!
HA! Look who's making remarks about my hat!

Go away, boy! You bother me!

I'll keep after you until you believe I'm a ghost!

I don't want you hanging around my house—beat it!

He can't lock me out—door or no door!

Here I am again!

Let me alone! Can't you see I'm busy?

Listen you! Only a ghost like me could have come through that door!

Really now! Isn't that what doors are for?

Okay—okay! So you weren't looking! Now watch this!

Go away! I'm tired of your tricks!

There! I passed right through the floor into your cellar!

Bah!

You just went through this old trap door when my back was turned!

Phoney!
GOT ALL THE ANSWERS, HUH?! EXACTLY! AND THEY'RE ALL IN THIS BOOK! NOW WHY DON'T YOU GIVE UP LIKE A GOOD BOY?

THE BOOK! SAY! THAT GIVES ME AN IDEA!

SNAP!

OKAY! I KNOW WHEN I'M LICKED - NOW CAN I SEE YOUR BOOK THAT PROVES I'M A FAKE?

OF COURSE! THAT'S WHAT I WROTE IT FOR!

HAMM! JUST AS I THOUGHT! THIS ISN'T A REAL BOOK AT ALL!

LOOK! IF YOU DON'T WISH TO READ IT - GIVE IT BACK!

OKAY! TRY AND CATCH IT!

GULP! WHAT'S GOING ON AROUND HERE?? HE'S DISAPPEARED!

LOOK! ONLY A PHANTOM BOOK COULD FLY AROUND LIKE THIS!

GOOD GRIEF! I KNOW I SHOULDN'T HAVE WORKED SO HARD!

I'M HEARING VOICES!

IF THIS BOOK IS REAL, IT COULDN'T HANG FROM THE CEILING EITHER!

MERCY! MY EGG BOOK IS DEFLYING THE LAWS OF GRAVITY!

-- OR NOSE-DIVE RIGHT AT YOU!

HEY! BE CAREFUL, BOOK!
YESSIR, PROFESSOR!  THIS IS NOTHING BUT A GHOST BOOK!  PROBABLY WRITTEN BY A GHOST WRITER!

YOU! WHERE HAVE YOU BEEN THROWING YOUR VOICE FROM?

OH, I'VE BEEN AROUND! HEH-HEH!

WELL SOMETHING STRANGE HAS BEEN HAPPENING WITH MY BOOK! IT JUST HIT ME!

THAT'S BECAUSE IT ISN'T REAL. SEE? I CAN GO RIGHT THROUGH IT!

HORRORS! BUT WHAT ABOUT MY WRITING? THAT'S REAL!

THAT ISN'T REAL EITHER! WATCH IT DISAPPEAR!

BOO!

GAD! ALL MY WRITING IS DISAPPEARING FROM THE BOOK!

SURE! THAT'S BECAUSE IT'S A GHOSTLY BOOK!

A G-GEET! THERE'S NO SUCH THING AS G-GEET.

BUT A FELLOW C-CAN'T TAKE CHANCES!

WELL, THAT'S ONE FOR THE BOOK!
I DON'T MEAN TO SCARE PEOPLE—MAYBE IF I WENT AWAY TO SOME FAR AWAY PLACE!

SAY! THIS MAY BE THE PLACE!

I WOULD TAKE A JET PLANE BUT I'M IN A HURRY!

ZOOM!

SOON—

THIS MUST BE LONDON AT LAST!

WHAT'S THIS?

I CAN BARELY MAKE OUT SOMEONE'S TAIL IN THIS FOG!

YEOW! A DRAGON!

I'M GOING HOME! I MUST'VE LANDED ON A PREHISTORIC ISLAND BY MISTAKE!

EAT AT THE BLUE DRAGON INN

BEST CHINESE FOOD IN LONDON
Hey! Whatcha doin', Patso?
I'm just puttin' up my aunt's picture!

Wak!

Now you did it, wise guy!
Gosh! I put a hole in the wall—
I'm sorry!

Look at all those leaves blowin' in with the draft!
I'll fix it!

You'd better!
Don't worry!

5 minutes later...
All finished, fellas!
Yeah? How'd ya fix it?

Wack! Wack! Wak!

I put another hole in the wall so the leaves could blow out!
SHUCKS! THIS RAIN SURE PUTS A DAMPER ON MY SPIRITS!

SAY! I KNOW WHAT'LL FOIK ME UP! I'LL READ THE DIARY OF MY GREAT ANCESTOR, SPOOKY THE FOIST!

SNAP!

HE WAS THE CHAMPION SCARER OF ALL TIMES!

I SURE WOULD LIKE TO HAVE KNOWN HIM!

THE FUNNY THING ABOUT SPOOKY THE FOIST, WAS THAT EVEN THOUGH HE WAS A CHAMPION SCARER—HE WASN'T REALLY A SCARING SPOOK!

LET'S SEE WHAT HE SAYS...

"I WAS A REAL PEACE-LOVING GHOST..."

THE FLOWERS THAT BLOOM IN THE SPRING TRA-LA!
It was the age of the dinosaurs. They were a very noisy bunch with all their fighting...

GRRRR!

Skrawk!

Dern critters! Getting noisier all the time!

I never asked them before— but I'll have to request that they quiet down!

Sqwok!

I beg your pardon...

Gnash! Chomp! Grrrr!

If you creatures must fight, please try to do it with less noise!

Now! Now! Temper! Temper!

Your fadder's mustache
ZING!

TSK TSK! NOW LOOK AT WHAT THOSE CREATURES DID TO MY DARBY!

AWX!

I DETEST SHOWING MY ANGER, BUT WHEN IT'S A QUESTION OF MY DARBY—
I JUST CANNOT REFRAIN!

SCREECH

AND THAT WAS THE END OF THE DINOSAUR AGE!

THEY SIMPLY VANISHED! I... I DIDN'T MEAN TO DO THAT!

"THINGS WERE ALL RIGHT FOR A WHILE—BUT WITHOUT THE DINOSAURS AROUND TO EAT THEM..."

"...THE PLANTS GREW WILDER AND WILDER!"

GRRR!
"...and the mean plants began to eat the pretty flowers...
GRR!

SNAP!

...and they even snapped at me, too!"

"Finally I got very impatient with them and...
SCRAM!"

"Every plant in the area vanished including (sob) the flowers! They finally named the region 'the Sahara Desert!'"

"Without the trees to shade the sun it got mighty hot!"

PHEW!

"Then I remembered that it was really cool way up north!"

"Up in the land of the purple ice and snow..."
...but the blizzards got nasty and tried to blow me away!

...they got meaner and colder! - got me so mad I could scream - and I did!

Shriek!

...the snows turned absolutely white with fright! - and it served them right!

Yep! Spooky the Foist sure was a great ghost but I'm sure he wouldn't approve of me!

Hmmm! There's a guy pickin' flowers! I think I'll...

Nope! I guess not! Out of respect to Spooky the Foist, I'll never scare anyone again who enjoys picking flowers!

Now that's what I like! A young ghost who respects his elders - and I heard that Spooky was a hoodlum haunt!
sharpest bikes built!

ROADMASTER
with Speed-sweep styling and all-chrome fenders!

NEW FLYING FALCON MODEL (shown above)
Sparkling with chrome from stem to stern—with white sidewalls, sharp two-tone saddle, chrome ball-type headlight and two chromed luggage racks! Sharp performer, too—with 3-speed transmission for fast take-off, easy cruising, better hill-climbing. Hand brake plus coaster brake for double safety. Try it out at your dealer’s today!

NEW JET PILOT MODEL
Here’s another bike that’s hard to beat for flash—or dash! Easy pedal action gets you off to a flying start and keeps you going mile after mile. Complete with tank, torpedo light, white sidewalls and luggage rack, it’s yours to try out free at your dealer’s now!

FREE COMIC BOOK
Mail coupon today for your free copy of “Bud Wins His Wings,” the story of a boy, a bike and a big adventure.

Name ____________________________________________________________
Address ______________________________________________________________
City __________________________ Zone ______ State _______________________

Mail to Box H, American Machine and Foundry Company, 215 Marble St., Hammond, Indiana.
The Adventures of the Spoonmen

I'm Munchy!
I'm Crunchy!

And I'm spoon-size! Who else?

We fly the world over—
We always go forth!

We've been to the South—
Now let's head for the North!

Look, men! It's the North Pole!

There's an Eskimo—fishing!

He's got a bite!

No! It's got him! It's a whale!

Crack!
ARE YOU ALL RIGHT, MR. ESKIMO?

YES! HAPPEN EVERY TIME! YOU SHOULD'VE SEEN ONE THAT GOT AWAY!

SO WHY DO YOU KEEP CHASING WHALES THAT WAY?

NEEDUM BLUBBER FOR FOOD! CRAZY FOR BLUBBER!

WHY NOT TRY SOME OF NABISCO'S DELICIOUS "SPOON SIZE" JUNIORS? THEY'RE EASIER TO GET AND THEY TASTE SWELL!

YUM-O! WITH MILK AND SUGAR THEY TASTE DELICIOUS!

YUM! ME LIKE TOO!

WHAT ARE YOU CHOPPING INTO THEM, MR. ESKIMO?

CHOMP! CHOMP!

ME CHOP IN FROZEN FRUIT! NABISCO'S JUNIORS REAL GOOD WITH MILK AND FRUIT!

THE KIDS BACK HOME LOVE 'EM, TOO! YUM-O!

FRIENDS—GET YOUR FREE TELESCOPE AT NO EXTRA COST IN EVERY PACKAGE OF "SPOON SIZE" JUNIORS, WITH THE TELESCOPE PICTURE ON FRONT!

LOOK FOR MORE ADVENTURES OF THE SPOONSMEN IN OTHER HARVEY COMICS.

ASK MOM TO GET YOU NABISCO'S "SPOON SIZE" JUNIORS TODAY.
A STEWART-WARNER 'CADET' BIKE SPEEDOMETER

That classy blue dial really shows distance all the way up to 10,000 miles! And look at this weatherproof aluminum case!

Hey! ... just like the speedometer on Dad's car. Goes up to 50 m.p.h.!

Boy! ... a 'Cadet' Speedometer sure has sharp airplane styling! Get one for your bike, too!


MEET HOT STUFF

HE'S REALLY RED HOT!

...and everyone will love little HOT STUFF!... you'll laugh out loud at the funny adventures of this little rascal...

HAVE A TREAT! CAN'T BE BEAT! HE'S THE FUSION OF FANTASY!

New EXCITING JOE PALOOKA COMICS

You have always loved the favorite Joe Palooka Comics! NOW, with more features, new stories... first time in any comic magazine - you'll read it over and over.

Here are some of the stars in coming issues.

Joe, Knobby, Humphrey, Little Max, Jerry, Ann

Look for the big "H!"
Gulp! Now what's with all these noodling noises? I can't be dreaming 'cause I'm awake!

Hooie! Zow!

Now where could they be coming from?

Sweep. Zowie! Fwoop!

Bala boola pasta faazoola!

The noises are coming from... oh, no!

My head!! Squawkeroo! Woolee!

Heh! Heh! I'm probably just imaginin' all this! Heh-heh! What I need is action to get my mind off my noises!
ACTION! HERE I COME!

AH! SOME SMART LOOKING COOKIES TO SCARE GOOD AND HARD!

YAK! YAK! YAK!

I'M A SWEET LITTLE BOY WHO'S LOST HIS TOY! HOO-HO! HAW! THAT'S GREAT!

ULP! THOSE VERGES IN MY HEAD!

I WAS NEVER SO HUMILIATED IN MY LIFE!

BOO! OH, IT'S YOU, SPOOKY! I THOUGHT I HAD A SCARE VICTIM!

BOY! HE LOOKS SHAKY! NOW'S A GOOD TIME TO SHOW HIM UP!

Hey, spooky! How's about a scarin' contest? Best-boo-wins!

Oh, yes! I know you're the champ so please don't make me look too bad, bat belery!

Huh?

What am I saying?

O.K. Wise guy! Let's go!
I GO FIRST—HERE COMES A CUSTOMER!

YIKES! HE'S TOO GOOD! WITH THOSE TRICK VOICES COMIN' FROM MY SKULL HE'LL BEAT ME HANDS DOWN!

AH! HERE COMES ANOTHER ONE—WATCH THIS!

WITH A BOO-DE-BOO AND A BYE-DE-BYE DON'T RUN AWAY OR YOU'LL MAKE ME CRY!

ONE TWO—BUTTON MY SHOE PLEASE GET SCARED BOOP-QUA-A DOO!

OH-A WISE GUY, EH?

UH! WHAT AM I SAYIN'?

WHAM! Sock! pow!

Boop-adoo tweet!

HAW-HAW! I HEARD IT WITH MY OWN EARS! THOSE NUTTY VOICES HAVE GOT YOU TOO!

HAW!
OH, YEAH? NOBODY COULD SCARE THAT TOUGH GUY! WATCH THIS!

HERE I COME! I'M THE CHUMP!

ULA! I DID IT AGAIN! THEM VOICES ARE MORDERIN' ME!

HA! HA! THE CHUMP!

THERE, WISE GUY! NOTHIN'!

OH, YEAH? DO BETTER!

HAW HAW!

OKAY! HERE GOES!

BOO!

I'M A GHOST! -- WELL ALMOST!

HAW! ANOTHER ONE!

THIS IS TOO MUCH!

OH, MY SIDES!

HAW! HAW! HO!

FOOey! NO ONE BELIEVES ME!

SEE! I'M REALLY THE CHAMP AND I'LL PROVE IT!

WATCH WHILE I GIVE THESE TWO CHARACTERS THE BAT BELFRY SPECIAL!
Hide Little Fittle-A Cat Anna Diddle-A Couch Jumped Over The Moon!

Haw!

Howzat?

Haw! Lookit! A Batty Bat Recitin' Nursery Rhymes!

I'm Getting Outta Here! I Must Have Bats In The Belfry To Talk Like That!

Hoo-Haw! There Goes The World's Spooking Chump!

Zoom!

Well-At Least Those Voices Have-Er-Disappeared-

The Next Voice You Hear--

Cousin Cut-Up!

WILL BE THAT OF COUSIN CUT-UP! - THE WORLD'S GREATEST VENTRiloquist!

It's Great Seein' You Cousin, Old Pal But You Gave Me The Scare Of My Life With That Trick Voice Of Yours--

I Thought I Had Rocks In My Head!

Not This Time Cousin!

The End
The two mice were dead on their feet. They could just about move their little legs.

"W-w-e g-gotta get s-some f-food," gasped Wilbur.

"Y-you’re not kidding," answered Maxie. "Oh, m-m-my kingdom f-for a piece of Swiss cheese!"

Then suddenly bells seemed to tinkle in Wilbur's brain. An idea was growing and growing. Wilbur smiled, and then he laughed. Finally he blurted out, "I've got it! I know how we can end all our troubles forever and ever!"

"So tell me," was all Maxie could say.

Wilbur was really excited now, and his words rolled over each other. "You know the story of the moon, don'tcha? Well, they say the moon is made of cheese. And if we could get up there, we could eat and eat and eat, and take piles and piles of it back to Earth!"

"Yeah," said Maxie, "but how are we going to get there?"

"Well, we're surely not going to walk," answered Wilbur, who thought he was pretty smart. "Do you see that firecracker in the garbage can?"

So the two little mice jumped into the firecracker. Wilbur lit his last match that he was saving for a cold night, and BOOOMMM!

Off it went higher and higher and higher into the blue.

They were really zooming now. The ground was getting farther and farther away. They could barely see it now. And now it was only a small globe.

"Wow! It sure is cold here," said Wilbur.

"Yeah, it’s lucky we're on the firecracker," answered Maxie.

And now they could see the moon getting closer.

"There she be!" said Maxie.

They could see signs now tagged onto the stars: THIS WAY TO THE MOON DAIRY FACTORY! YOU'RE ON THE MOON BEAM!

"Boy, what a h-o-n-e-y-m-o-o-n!" sang Wilbur.

"Gee," asked Maxie, "what kind of cheese do you think we'll find there?"

"Oh, I guess all kinds," replied Wilbur. "Pot cheese! Cream cheese!"

"And Farmer cheese!" continued Maxie. "And maybe some Cheddar cheese! And maybe..."

Then he stopped talking. His eyes were wide-open. His heart almost stopped beating. "Wilbur!" he finally said. "Oh, no!" was the answer.

"But, look! It's true!" cried Maxie.

"I guess we'd better turn around," bawled Wilbur.

So the firecracker ship was stopped in mid-air and turned back toward Earth...leaving the moon that was LIMBURGER CHEESE and its terrible smell!
The Solution

Carlos Cat was having his troubles. He sat on the front stoop of his house with his long, sad face almost scraping the ground.

"What's the matter, Carlos?" asked a voice.

Carlos lifted up his face and saw Vinnie, the spotted cat who lived next door.


"Well, you wouldn't understand," came back Carlos. "But I'll tell you if it'll make you happy."

Vinnie sat down next to Carlos. He was really interested.

"Well," began Carlos, "I'm having trouble at school. I just can't seem to get any good marks. Everyone else knows the answers to the questions. I can't even remember the questions! Everyone else understands the lessons. I can just about read them!"

"Yeah," admitted Vinnie, "you sure have your troubles!"

"Say, Carlos," Vinnie tried, "are you having any trouble at home?"

"No," answered Carlos, "except for the trouble caused by my bad marks!"

"How about sleep?" Vinnie tried again. "Are you getting enough sleep these nights?"

"That's about all I do," was the answer.

"Maybe you're having too much sleep!" smiled Vinnie.

"No, Vinnie," Carlos said sadly as he started to walk away, "I don't think you can be of any help!"

"What's the matter, Carlos?" said a weak, old voice.

It was old Plato Puss, the smartest cat in all of anywhere.

"Hya, Plato," answered Carlos, and then Carlos smiled. If there was anyone who could solve his problem, good old Plato could.

Then the words started pouring forth from Carlos' mouth in an endless stream.

"Plato," he started, "I have a terrible problem that I really think you can solve and I would be so happy if you would take the time and come up with a solution and help me..."

Plato stopped him with a smile. "Hold on, Carlos," he said. "Go a little slower, and give me time to think."

Carlos blushed and began once more. "Well, Plato," he said, "I just can't seem to do well at school. I hardly ever know the answers to the questions. And I can't tell you how ashamed I am!"

Plato stroked his whiskers, and his mind went to work. "Well, Carlos," he finally said, "how much do you STUDY?"

Carlos' little heart took a leap. It was disgraceful, but it was the answer. And for that he was thankful. He shook hands with the smartest of all cats and rushed home to STUDY!

---

Yes! Everyone loves Little Dot... AND I LOVE YOU! SEE YOU IN MY COMICS!

Also in every issue:

Richie Rich, Lotta, A surprise Uncle Visit

Look for the Big Harvey

Little Dot is on the spot with fun and laughs with the cutest stories.

Buy today!
Here, Wendy! Do something useful for a change! Return this book I borrowed from Witch Weevil!

Thank you! I'll be glad to take that bad book out of our home!

It's bad enough that the witches have their own bad books without having to borrow them too!

It might sweeten her sour disposition!

Why does anyone want to play with evil black magic when white magic is so much nicer!

Eek! Something is after Witch Weevils's Book!

Swish!
HERE! GIVE ME BACK THAT BOOK!

BUT WHAT WOULD AN ELEPHANT WANT WITH MAGIC?

EXCUSE ME, PLEASE! I AM MIDGE, THE LITTLE WHITE ELEPHANT AND I NEED THIS BOOK OF MAGIC!

I NEED IT TO GO PLACES IN SHOW BUSINESS! I'M TIRED OF WORKING FOR PEANUTS IN THE ZOO!

WHEN I LEARN SOME OF THESE MAGIC TRICKS I'LL MAKE A FORTUNE!

BUT THAT'S A BOOK OF BLACK MAGIC! IT WILL ONLY TEACH YOU EVIL THINGS!

SO MUCH THE BETTER! NOW I CAN LEARN MAGIC THAT WILL BE OUT OF THIS WORLD!

OH, DEAR! I WISH I COULD KEEP HIM FROM DOING WRONG!

FIRST I'LL TRY THIS TRICK OF CHANGING INTO SOMETHING ELSE!

PLEASE, MIDGE! GIVE ME BACK THE BOOK AND FORGET ABOUT MAGIC!

I'LL SAY THE MAGIC WORDS: "ETAKON SHRDLU!"

POOF!
GOSH! YOU SURE CHANGED ALL RIGHT! YOU'VE TURNED PURPLE!

SOMETHING MUST HAVE BACKFIRED!

NOW I'M PURPLE!

SOB! WHAT A CHANGE! I'M STILL ONLY GOOD FOR A SIDE SHOW!

Maybe I can help you! I'll try to change you back to your real color!

Gee, thanks, Wendy!

I make this wish with all my might—change poor Midge from purple to white!

Oh dear! It didn't work!

It serves me right for not listening to you, Wendy! Now I'll be the laughing stock of the elephant world!

Don't lose hope, Midge! We'll both go and see witch Weevil! Maybe she can help!

Climb on my back and we'll get there in a jiffy!

There! Now which way to witch Weevil's?

Head for the swamp, Midge!

Is witch Weevil a good witch like you, Wendy?

Er-no! But perhaps I can get her to undo this spell of black magic!
THIS IS WHERE WITCH WEEVIL LIVES!

GOOD MORNING, WITCH WEEVIL! I'M RETURNING YOUR BOOK OF BLACK MAGIC!

IT'S ABOUT TIME! WHO'S THAT FUNNY CREATURE WITH YOU? SNARK SNARK!

I'M MIDGE - THE WHITE ELEPHANT!

BUT HE - ER - HAD AN ACCIDENT THAT TURNED HIM PURPLE!

HA! SERVES HIM RIGHT! COME IN! SNARK SNARK!

PLEASE, WITCH WEEVIL! MAKE ME WHITE AGAIN!

BAH! I ONLY DO EVIL THINGS!

GULP! I GUESS I'LL HAVE TO GET USED TO BEING PURPLE!

YES! I GUESS WITCH WEEVIL IS JUST A FAKE!

NUH! WHAT'S THAT?

I DON'T THINK YOUR MAGIC IS STRONG ENOUGH TO REALLY CHANGE ANYTHING!

LOOK DEARIE! I'M THE WORST WITCH AROUND THESE PARTS AND I'LL PROVE IT!

WELL-SEEING IS BELIEVING!

OH, YEAH! WELL, STAND BACK! I'M GOING TO CHANGE MYSELF INTO A FIERCE BEAR!

ALAGAZOO!

WATCH!
Aw! It's simple changing into something your own size! Let's see you change into something small!

Something really tiny, eh?

I don't see how all this is helping me, Wendy!

Just wait, Midge, you'll see!

Here I go! Something really small I'll show you! Abracadabra!

Yiee! A mouse!

Gulp! I'm scared of mice! Let's get out of here!

Look at yourself, Midge! Witch Weevil's magic turned the trick! You're white as a sheet!

You're right! I'm my old self again!

Whee!

Thanks to Witch Weevil! She helped us in spite of herself!

Beat it! Or you'll ruin my reputation for only doing evil!

Come on, Wendy! I'll take you home again!

I hope you've learned your lesson, Midge!

You bet! That's the last time I'll ever fool with black magic!

Better to be yourself and have people like you as you are!
FREE! wonderful offer!

ELIZABETH II COLONIES STAMPS
from all over the world
3 other big offers!

ALL GENUINE! ALL DIFFERENT! ALL YOURS!

RUSH COUPON TODAY! Here's a big, valuable addition for your stamp collection, FREE. Yes, send the coupon below right now before you miss the chance to get this unique FREE offer. We'll send you a big collection of scarce Elizabeth II stamps from many of the interesting, far-flung British Colonies all over the world. Beautiful stamps from

Aden, Fiji Islands, North Borneo, Cyprus, Singapore, Bermuda... many others. Pictorials, two-color stamps galore. These genuine, all different stamps are the most desirable we've seen. In fact, it's an offer that's never been available before, so think what it will mean to your collection. Think how it will grow in value. They are yours now, absolutely FREE!

But that's not all. In addition to this generous collection of unusual stamps, we include a FREE copy of our popular, illustrated "Stamp Collector's Guide." Here you get all the information you need to find rare stamps, how to swap stamps — many other helpful hints to make your collection grow in value. And more, a beautiful reproduction in color of the World's Rarest Stamp complete with its fascinating story. All these great offers can be yours absolutely FREE. Just clip the coupon and we'll send them by return mail.

Other valuable offers also included for your free inspection. But hurry — this is a limited offer. If coupon has been clipped, send 10c for postage and handling to GARCELON STAMP CO., Dept. SHVK, Calais, Maine. And act now!

GET ALL 3 FREE!

GARCELON STAMP CO., Calais, Maine, Dept. SHVK
Rush me FREE Colonies Stamps, Rarest Stamp Souvenir, Stamp Collector's Guide, other offers. Enclose 10c for postage and handling. (PLEASE PRINT)

Name: ___________________________
Address: _______________________
City: __________________ State: ________
HEY KIDS!! SEND FOR THE NEW WALT DISNEY ZORRO COLOR TELEVISION SET

COMPLETE WITH 8 ROLLS OF COLOR FILM
Now you can have hours of fun seeing and showing your own favorite TV Star to your friends and family. Each roll of film is different — here are the titles:

1. Presenting Senor Zorro
2. Zorro and the Ghost of the Mission
3. Zorro's Secret Passage
4. Zorro's Romance
5. Zorro Goes to Church
6. Zorro Saves A Friend
7. Zorro's Ride Into Terror
8. Monasterio Sets A Trap

In all, the 8 rolls of 4 color film make up 112 different pictures of exciting adventure! Don't wait! Mail coupon immediately with only $1. Your set will be sent postpaid. No C.O.D.'s. For Canadian & foreign orders — send $1.50 money order. Satisfaction guaranteed or return set for full refund.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
ZORRO COLOR TV
Box 72, Zone 23
New York 23, N. Y.

Here's my dollar. Send me the Zorro Color Television set with 8 rolls of film. If not completely satisfied, I may return some for full refund.

Name ____________________________
Address ___________________________
City ______________________ Zone ______ State ______

Canadian & Foreign orders, $1.50 with coupon.
Amazing Portable Radio Works Indefinitely!

Complete! — Ready to Operate! — No Batteries! — No Tubes!
No Longer Than a Regular Pack of Cigarettes.
The New LIFETIME POCKET RADIO Gives You INTERFERENCE-FREE Reception!

Expensive Transistor and old style tube-type radios this size cannot give you more clarity or more freedom from interference than the LIFETIME POCKET RADIO. You get high quality reception for the low, low price of just $4.95 for the complete LIFETIME POCKET RADIO, already assembled and ready to operate.

How Does This Amazing Pocket-Size Radio Function?
Scientists and electronic engineers working together, perfected and developed the special new circuits found in the LIFETIME POCKET RADIO. The special power source is a new-type, self-powered rectifier called a germanium diode. This, together with the special design ferrite loop antenna (new standard equipment on many transistor sets) and the new circuit design, receives station's signals and amplifies them through a precision hearing-aid type speaker, enabling you to listen to your favorite programs in complete privacy. Calibrated tuning dial aids in station selection.

Will Last Indefinitely!
The LIFETIME POCKET RADIO comes built into a colorful, durable, shock-resistant plastic case completely enclosed, no bigger than a pack of cigarettes (regular size). Easily slip into your pocket or purse. Its fine, attractive appearance rivals portable radios selling for many times the price.

Featherweight! The entire LIFETIME POCKET RADIO weighs so little that you'll be amazed. Just 4 ounces, complete. So light, so small, so inconspicuous that you'll hardly know you have it with you. Fill in and mail the coupon today while the limited supply lasts.

Listen To Your Favorite Programs!
No matter where you are, you can enjoy your favorite programs without bothering anyone else. Take the LIFETIME POCKET RADIO with you. It only weighs 2 ounces and it's so convenient to carry around with you that you'll wonder how you ever got along without it. No maintenance costs whatever...nothing to wear out...nothing to replace...nothing additional to buy now or at any time. Why not rush your order today. Simply send the coupon below with your remittance and your LIFETIME POCKET RADIO will be shipped to you at once. You will be delighted beyond your wildest expectations.

Listen Anytime — Anywhere!
Now you can tune in on radio programs without anyone else knowing that you are listening to music, sports, news, weather, etc. Order your LIFETIME POCKET RADIO now before the major sporting events this Spring deplete our limited supplies. A FANTASTIC IMPORTED VALUE! NOW AVAILABLE WHILE THE SUPPLY LASTS, AT THE UNBELIEVABLY LOW PRICE OF JUST $4.95!

And remember, there's absolutely nothing to go out of order. The LIFETIME POCKET RADIO is not a toy, but a precision instrument constructed and designed for your own personal use.

Here's What You Get When You Order:
Complete (ready to play) LIFETIME POCKET RADIO in attractive case, with calibrated tuning dial. Nothing to do but plug in and enjoy.

Complete with Antenna...Furnished at No Extra Cost to You.

MAIL NO RISK COUPON TODAY!

LIFETIME POCKET RADIO, Dept. H6
31 West 47th Street, New York 36, N.Y.

Gentlemen: I enclose $ for the LIFETIME POCKET RADIO. Please send me at once. If not delighted, I may return it within 10 days for refund.

Name
Address
City...Zone...State

SUPPLY LIMITED.
RUSH ORDER TODAY.
WE PAY POSTAGE

Guaranteed for Life
Pocket Radio with you wherever you go...it only weighs 2 ounces and it's so convenient to carry around with you that you'll wonder how you ever got...
BOYS GIRLS MEN WOMEN
Boy and Girl Scouts
Camp Fire Girls - News Boys!

PRIZES GIVEN
MAKE MONEY, TOO!

We will send you the wonderful prizes pictured on this page... or dozens of others, such as jewelry, radium dial wrist watches, tableware, tools, airplanes, etc. Make it kits, leather sewing kits, electric clocks, pressure cookers, model airplanes, scout equipment, movie machines, record players, and many others... all WITHOUT ONE PENNY OF COST. You don't risk or invest a cent—no money you need to spend! Here's how easy it is: Merely show your friends and neighbors, inspiring, beautiful Religious Wall Plaques. Many buy all or even more to hang in every room. An amazing value, only 35c... sell on sight. You can make big cash commissions or get many exciting prizes for selling just one set of 24 Mottoes. Other prizes for selling 25 or more. Write today for Big Prize catalog sent to you free.

SEND NO MONEY - We Trust You!

ELECTRONIC TWO-WAY WALKIE-TALKIE
WRIST WATCH FOR BOYS AND GIRLS
TABLE TENNIS SET
GAS MOTOR FOR YOUR BICYCLE
RADIO
WEIGHT WATCH FOR BOYS AND GIRLS
GAS MOTOR FOR YOUR BICYCLE
RADIO

HERE'S HOW YOU GET YOUR PRIZES
Rush your name and address on coupon and we ship At Once Prepaid your first set of 24 Mottoes on Trust. When you have sold the 24 Mottoes, send the $3.49 you have collected and you can secure your choice of many wonderful prizes. If you prefer to earn money, send $0.00 and keep $0.00. Hurry, send TODAY for 24 Mottoes ON TRUST and big Prize Catalog Free.

FREE MEMBERSHIP in FUMAN's Fun Club EXTRAS: Sell mottoes and send payment within 30 days, and we'll give you FREE a year's membership in the FUMAN's Fun Club. Membership card, certificate, secret code, gift. Free packet of fun materials all yours PLUS extra surprises!

FREE BIG PRIZE CATALOG

The FUMAN Dept. T-90
5729 N. Broadway, Chicago 40, II.

Please rush to me the 24 Mottoes on Trust, and I will remit amount required as explained in BIG PRIZE CATALOG within 30 days and select the prize I want or keep cash as explained. Name ____________________________
Street or B.F.D. ____________________________
City ____________________________ State ______

The amazing value, only 35c... sell on sight. You can make big cash commissions or get many exciting prizes for selling just one set of 24 Mottoes. Other prizes for selling 25 or more. Write today for Big Prize catalog sent to you free.